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Abstract: In this survey, we investigate the solution spaces of open shop irreducible

sequences, which contain an optimal element for arbitrary processing times. The objective

function is the minimization of makespan. The computational status'of deciding whether a

given sequence is ineducible remained unsolved for last 20 years. Here, we explore the

roles of diagonal edges in the given sequence, which play vital roles for the conclusion of

this decision problem.
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1. Introduction

We consider the strongly NP-hard nonpreemptive open shop problem OllCru*, [13].

Assume that,atatime, each job ie I:  {1,.. . ,  r} has to be processed on each machine

j e J = {1, . . . , m} exactly once for the positive time such that each machine can

process at most one job and each job can be processed on at most one machine. The 2-

jobs m -machines problem Olry = 2lC,,o, is solvable in time O(m), [13, 5]' Let OIJ = I x J,

p : lp,ifn ̂  and C : [c4]n,m be the sets of all operations ot , matrix of processing times

pii atld matrix of completion times c4 , respectively. The objective function is

C,no,:1"ldXiE1 C;, whae C is the completion time of job i. All machine orders (obs

processed on machines) and job orders (machines processing jobs) are arbitrarily. The

n x m matrices of all job orders and machine orders are denoted by JO and MO,

respectively. An interest is to find an optimal schedule (solution) C : (A, P) which

minimizes Cn,* (A) for given P. A schedule C is the time table corresponding to a

sequence I (a feasible combination of all processing orders).

Informally, a decision problem is said to be in the class P if there exists a deterministic

algorithm which solves the problem in polynomial time. A decision problem is in NP if

there exists a nondeterministic polynomial time algorithm solving it. The co-NP class

contains tl
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contains the decision problems whose complements are in NP. A decision problem is
called NP-complete if the problem belongs to P, then NP: P holds. A decision problem
in NP which is neither polynomial solvable nor NP-complete is called i/p-incomplete.
we refer to [10] for a systematic analysis of the complexity classes.

The set of all semiactive schedules in which each operation is started as early as
possible with respect to the given processing orders is sufficient for an optimal solution.
An infinite set of schedules can be assigned to each sequence. We can define an
equivalence relation on the set of all schedules decomposing the set into finite number
of equivalence classes. Two schedules belong to the same class if and only if they base
on the same sequence. The semiactive schedules under unit processing times, i.e., a
finite set of all sequences, are used to find a set of distinct representatives. Obtaining the
associated semiactive schedule (a scheduling problem) for a given sequence is an easy
problem. Therefore, investigations on the theory of irreducibility are focused in
obtaining an optimal sequence (a sequencing problem). For such difficult problems, the
study concentrated either on the detennination of polynomial solvable subproblems or
on the developrnent of an algorithm for an approximate solution.

A set of sequences is called a solution space if it contains an optimal element for
arbitrary processing times. Obviously, the set of all sequences, i.e. of all semiactive
schedules, is the largest solution space. A study focused on searching such potentially
(universally) optimal solution spaces of smaller cardinalities. But, the obtained results
show that the existence of unique minirnal one is unlikely in general, [8]. The concepr
of potentially optimal solution spaces is very applicable when the processing times are
en'oneous, difficult to find out in advance or simply unknown, for instance, in
manufacturing and service industries, satellite communications, examination schedulins
and teacher class assignments, lZ, l7l.

A sequence A is called reducible to a sequence .8, we write B < A, if cmnr (B) scn,,,,
(A) for all P e Pnm. rt is called strongly reducible, denoted by B <A, if B < A but not I
. B. They are called similar, denoted by A - B, if B < A and, A < B.A sequence is

ineducible if there exists no other non-sirnilar sequence to which it can be reduced. The
dominance relation < on the set of all sequences with fixed fonnat n x m,introduced in
[15], determines the minimal sequences with respect to the partial order < independent
of the given processing times. The solution set of all these locally optimal sequences is
potentially optimal of smaller cardinality, however, still not the minimal. Two
algorithms (one polynomial time and the other exponential) are proposed in Il]. They
base on the characteristics of the diagonal edges of the associated H- comparability
graph [7]. A number of open problems are raised, for .instance strong conditions under
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which both algorithms coincide. A key role lies on the diagonal edges while resolving
the conflicts.

In this paper, we consider the following open questions: Does there exist a polynomial
time algorithm for the decision whether a given sequence is ineducible? What is the
computational complexity status of this decision problem? We characterize the
H-comparability graphs in Section 2. We give different mathematical formulations of
the problem of reducibility in Section 3. This section also presents the main
characteristics of the diagonal edges in connection. Section 4 briefly overviews the
status of the theory of ineducibility. The final section concludes the paper.

2. ComparabilityGraphs

A comparability graph is an undirected graph G: (V, E") that has a transitive orientation
G" : (V, E').It is prime if it is uniquely orientable, [ll]. We denote the Hamming
graph Kn x K^by Gu. A Hamming graph restricted on a partial operation set PIJ = OIJ
is called H-graph. A comparability graph 6 : (PIJ,.O) which contains an H-graph is
called H-comparability graph. There exist Hamming graphs which are not comparability
graphs, for instance Kz x Kt.

For any pair (MO, JO) in the open shop, define the shop graph Guo, to : (PIJ, Euo1o)
where the arc set reflects the union of pll machine orders and all job orders, [9]. An
acyclic shop graph is called a sequence graph that is an acyclic orientation of the
disjunctive graph. For each sequence graph G7a616 we can describe the sequence (MO,
JO) by a special latin rectangle A : [a4], where aii: r&trk (oi) (the number of vertices on
a longest path from a source to oij), such that for each integer a,i> | there exists au- |
in row i or in columnT or in both. An arc from o,7 to os exists if and only if i : k or j : I
and aq < ap1 hold. There is a one-to-one conespondence between the sets of all
sequences and all sequence graphs which can be done in linear time on the number of
operations, see [9].

A sequence graph, denoted by Gn = (PIJ, f), is an acyclic orientation of the H-graph
Gu. For the sequence A, we denote the transitive orientation of a sequence graph and its
symmetric closure by G'i and [Gr{], respectively. Given a sequence, both graphs can be
determined in polynomial time O(n2m2), [16]. Let E4t'1and E6gTrepresent the sets of all
regular edges (edges in H-graph GIJ ) and diagonal edges, respectively. Here,

lc'il: (OIJ, Gt; + (Gff ') = (OIJ, E4t1e Ea6) is undirected graph, where 6r denotes
the reversed graph of a graph G with all arcs in the reversed direction.

Consider a 3-jobs 4-machines open shop with machine order h : Mz -+ Mq ) M1, Jy:

Mt -+ Mz -+ Ma -) Mr, Jt '. Mt ) Mz ) Mq and job orders Mr : Jt -+ A -+ Jz.
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) J3, Ma : Jt -+ h + Jz. The corresponding and rank matrices and
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Figure 1: IVIachine orcler graph G;176 ancl job orrler.graph G.767.

Figure 2: The H-graph G,ilA) and the sequence graph G-r.

Figr"rrc 3: The transitive closurc Gf; and thc symmctric closurc [Gl,i].
For two edges ab, cd in a graph G: (v, D a f-relation, denoted by abf cd, is defined if
and only  i f  e i ther  e:  c ,  ua e t  or  b :  d ,  ic  e  E or  ab:  cd.Thetrans i t ive re la t ron
lt' decompose the set of all edges into equivalent implication classes in thc

Mz:  I  )  J2,  M3:  J2
the graphs are given.
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comparability graph. The set of all implication classes of the sequencel is denoted by
Tp2'1 : {1r, . . . ,I,,Ir',. ,1,'}. Note that a graph is a comparability graph if and only if
there is no implication class containing both an arc and its reverse. A sequence with
only one implication class is irreducible, [3]. Two edges ab, cd e Gl are said to be in
fa- re la t ion,denotedbyabfncd, i f  and,only i f  abfcd in[Gf l .Twoedges e,e 'e  8,p11
are connected by a f6-path if there exist e = !0, !r !n1, !n1+!: e' from Ea71 such
that ef sel l e ez . . . !,,1A e' which defines the transitive closure fl of the f4-relation on
Epy The extended sequence implication classes are the minimal sets containing all

transitive edges of the corresponding classes. The relation f[ partitions E47i into
equivalent sequence implication classes. The set of all sequence implication classes cjf
the sequence I is denotedby Ppi'1: {Pr, . . ., Pk, Pr-t, . . ., Po-t }. A sequence with only
one sequence implication class is ineducible, [21].

The problem of ineducibility is closely related to the following problems (see Section
J l .

The graph sandwich problem for property P: Given two graphs Gr : (V, E1) and
Gz:(V,  Ez)  such thatEt  C Ez,  is thereagraph G:(V,  E)  such thatErC- E c  Ez
which satisfies property P? Comparability-graph-sandwich problem: Given two
graphs Gr= (Vr ,E1)  andGz:(Vz,  E2)wi th \  e  V2and f i  C E2,  does there ex is t  a

comparability graph G with Gr c G c G2?, il21. Comparability-graph-deletion

problem: Given a graph G : (V, E), does there exist a set M c E of at most ft edges
deletion of which yields G a comparability-graph?, 1221. The problems comparabilitr -
graph-sandwich and comparability-graph-deletion are l/P-complete. The problem of
irreducibility is a special case with Gr: K, x K,, and G2: lGt)].

Given a graph G: (V, D, we define the f-graph Gr: (E, f) with an edge epz e I f
and only if e[e2 in G. For a given sequence A,from the f-graph Gr: (E<el* Ear.4.l-t
with contraction of edges in f-relation, we define the factor graph Gs(A). The vertex scr
Gs (V) in the factor graph contains an arc v e Ea or the extended sequence implicarrtu

classes in ?1and ?rl. An undirected edge ep2belongs to Gc(O in the factor graph rf

and only if there exists a f-relation between nodes or set of nodes e1 and e2.

Let (OIJ, Ep1* E41) with lEal: d be the H-compara.bility graph to the given A e SLl"
?t : {Pv . . ., Pr\ and Ea4: Pr * . . . + Pr,4 P,-' + . . . P;t . The consequence gnpl

Gr(A) : (Vx, Er) is defined as follows. The set of nodes is Vr E Eae) * ?^ + ?^-1 . T

edges e' and e" frorn Vs are connected by an undirected edge of color i e {1, . . . fl
when the removal of ei e Eo, forms a f-relation between e' and e" or between

sequence implication classes they represent, respectively, i.e., Ey: le'^e" with colr
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le'le" intclll- ei, eie Ea<etl. The set G6; represents the subgraph of G6with irh color
s u c h t h a t G r : G n q . . . * G x a .  

e - r - - - ^ v A ' r r r ' r  \

For a given set M e EaQq, the reduction graph Gnt/,A) : (vnu, Epr) is defined by
inserting into Gs all edges from Gr which are colored from M and deleting the nodes
which represent edges in M as Gp;(A) = [Gs * IJ"eM Gx"] - M. Theremoval of an edge
result new lr-relations' The consequence graph informs which sequence implication
classes are merged by the removal of ei e Erto. The reduction graph informs about thedeletion of nodes from Gg and addition of edges between the remaining nodes in Ggwhich induce a new f-reration between sequence imprication crasses.

3. Modeling Decision problems

Given a sequence A e SIJ on the same operation set oIJ for the open shop sequencingproblem o ll C,,,o', we reformulate different versions of the following recognitionproblem' This question has not been completely answered since 1990,s raised t-pii;l;;in [15]' Does there exist a polynomial time algorithm for the decision whether a givensequence is ineducible? what is the computational complexity status of this decisionproblem? The ineducibility and reducibility are complement decision problems.
Reducing is the constructive optimi zationproblem to the decision problem reducibilitv.
Irreducibility I 1s the sequence A irreducible?

Reducibility I Does there exist a sequence B e sIJ such that B < A?
Reducing: Find a sequence B, if it exists, such that B < A.
A path wA with vertex set v(w) in the sequence graph G,a (equivarently, in the sequence
l) is called maximar if there does not exist anothe, iattr ,'ninit with v(w) c vfu.).The set ll,q of ar maximar paths in A contains the longest orrn. o'r.or*..t, ,,reducible to another sequence B of the same format if and only if for all maximal paths
ws in B' there exists a maximar path w,a in r such that the incrusion v(w6) e v@) is
satisf ied. If  B < A,thenthereexists w6e l l /swithV(ws) c V(wt) forsome w1e W6.The decision whether'a given sequence I is irreducible, or it is reducible or similar toanother sequence,B simply by using the related definitions takes exponential time.
Lemma 3'1 F8l Let be the operation sets such that oIJ c oIJ . Thenthere exists a
path w,a in the closure At' with v(we) = oIJ, if and only if oIJ, is a crique in tdiJ.Moreover, such a path is unique for the clique OIJ,in [G[j.
since the subgraphs can be tested and the transitive closures can be constructed with thesame time complexity o(n2m2) for given sequences of the same size fl x ffi,Theorem 3.1

)
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yields an answer in polynomial time to the question of ineducibility, reducibility or

similarity between two given sequences'

Theorem 3.1 [3] Let A, B e SIJ be on the same operation set OIJ for OllC,,^'' The

reducible or similar to the sequence B if and only if

: lG';] for the corresponding H-comparability graphs'

A sequence can be obtained

graph. If the H-comParabilitY

the H-comParabilitY graPh to

called a sequence orientation if every diagonal edges in T is transitive' If a transitive

orientation G'[ of [G'l] ts not a sequence orientation, then some diiagonal edges of [G,a]

are not in the orientation G"i, and B < A'

onemayreducethegivenSequencebyrevers inganimpl icat ionc lass.

reverse the implication classes is the deletion of a single diagonal edge'

edge from a transitive reduction can be done easily. However, if lG')l canbe transitively

One method to
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For a reducible sequence, the reducibility can be proved with nondeterministic

polynomial time. As this proof is constructive, such a procedure answers not only to the

reducibility but also to the problem reducing. The problem reducibility is in N P and the

problem ineducibility is in co-NP. Furthermore, if there exists a NP-test for

irreducibility, then this problem is either polynomially solvable or NP-incomplete' as far

as P *NP holds.

The relation < induces a partial order on the set of all sequences of the same operation

set S1/. The irreducible sequences are the minimal elements of this half-order on H-

comparability graph [Gx] containing H-graph G11, for given A e SIJ .Let A e SlJon the

operation set oIJ for the open shop sequencing problem ollc^o,. Let ldh be the

corresponding H-comparability graph containing ihe H-graph Gp on the same oIJ'With

this the problems of irreducibility and reducibility can be reformulated as the question

of the existence of an H-comparability graph G as follows'

Irreducibility 2 Is there no H-comparability graph G with 6,t c 6cYdll?

Reducibility 2 Does there exist an H-comparability graph G with Gu e Gclc';l?

The theory of reducibility concerns the reduction of a sequence through the reversion of

an implication class in its transitive closure. One of the most important fundamental

properties states that a sequence I whose H-comparability graph lG'l] is not prime is

either reducible or is similar to an irreducible sequence B with B * A and B * A-t,l2Il'

from every transitive orientation of an H-comparability

graph G has a sequence orientation G'1, then G : tdh is

a sequence A e SIJ. A transitive orientation T e 71c;1 is
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oriented such that neither 
" 

nor u-t are transitive edges; then the edge 6 can be deleted

and the graph tdll - 
" 

is a comparability graph whose sequence orientation reduces I

strongly. As transitive orientation of an H-comparability graph can be found in
polynomial time and the number of diagonal edges for an n x m open shop sequencing
problem is of order O(n2m21, it can be tested in polynomial' time whether a give

sequence can be strongly reduced by deleting a diagonal edge.

Theorem 3.2lzlllf there exists e e EaQqtintc']lsuch that LG';l_ e is a comparability

graph, then ever transitive orientation of LGi] - 
" 

induces a sequence which strongly
reduces the sequence l.

Thus a sequence A e SIJ can be strongly reduced to a sequence B e ^11/which cannot

be further reduced by reversing an arbitrary implication class. This can be done in
polynomial time. The H-comparability graph [,8"'] is then either prime or there exist
similar sequences to B other than B-1. The set of all such reducible sequences cannot be

obtained in polynomial time as the recombination of all implication classes is of size
O(2k\ for ft implication classes and every edge may represent an implication class in the
worst case. The reversion of only implication classes and their recombination does not
generate the sequence space.

Not every recombination of the sequence implication classes of a sequence A is acyclic,
and it yields a sequence B if it is acyclic. The set of all recombination of the sequence
implication classes is sufficient. Therefore, taking sequence implication classes as basis
for the space of sequences, we reformulate

Irreducibility 3 Does every.feasible recombination of the sequence implication classes
of A produce a sequence B similar to A?

Reducibility 3 Does there exist a feasible recombination oJ the sequence implication
classes of A where at least one diagonal edges of A k missing?

Removal of one edge may not yield a strongly reduced sequence but with more than two

edges removed may yield. A removable set with respect to a given sequence A is a set of

undirected diagonal edges M c Eaeq. The set M is called feasible if ld;] - M is an H-

comparability graph, and it is called feasibly extendable if there exists a feasible

renrovable set M. of diagonal edges of Ldll such that M c A,f . The set M is called

infeasible if it is not feasibly extendable. A removable set which is not feasible may not

be necessarily infeasible. A removable set can be feasible and, in addition, feasibly

extendable, too. We reformulate the problem of reducibility as follows.

Irreducibility 4Is every removable set M e E11,a1in[G')'] infeasible?

I
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Reducibility 4 Does there exist a feasibly extendable removable set M L Eaay in [G')]?

In any 7G')1,the implication classes which consist exclusively of diagonal edges can be

deleted and the reduction through the reversion of group of implication classes can be

done in polynomial time. A sequence is called normal if it cannot be reduced in either of

these ways. Since any sequence can thus be reduced to a normal sequence in polynornial

time, we restrict the space of sequences into the class of normal sequences [1].

For a reduction of a normal sequence by the reversion of a sequence implication class

P1 against the sequence implication class Pzfrom the same implication class, all f-paths

between them which contains at least one diagonal edge have to be cut keeping the

comparability property. For feasibility of M each such path has to be broken, in order to

avoid a connection in [G'll - M. Not all f-paths are destroyed if Pr and Pz belong to

one connected component of Gp- M .

With the help of factor, consequence and reduction graphs, one can recognize a feasible

removable set. These graphs inform existence of a transitive orientation of [Gi] - M, if

Mterns out to be feasible. However, if this is not the case, the question remains how a

none feasible but feasibly extendable set M can be expanded or to prove that the set Mis

not only none feasible but is infeasible.

The way to decide which additional diagonal edges should be added to a none feasible

but feasibly extendable removable set in order to get a feasible removable set is another

problem. One of the main issues while doing this process is that the diagonal edges,

which belong to the irreducible sequences, must not be removed and the problem of

merging two implication classes occurs when an edge play a role of conflict.

If there exists a path W c Vnv from a sequence implication class P; e Vpv to its

reversion Pi-t e V111y1,wQ call it a conflict in Gnu(A). The number / > 0 of the diagonal

edges contained in the inclusion-minimal path l( is called the order of the conflict. A

direct conflict is a conflict with /: 0. Clearly, every conf'lict in Gp, reflects a f-path in

lc';l- M from P,to P;t.For M, in order to be a feasibly extendable, all these conflicts

must be dissolved and every one of these f-paths rnust be broken. A f-path between

two edges in a graph will only be destroyed removing edges from this graph when at

least one edge from the f-path is removed.

A diagonal edge is called stable if it is contained in every irreducible sequence of A- A

diagonal edge is called trivial-stable if it in an extended sequence implication class. A

stable diagonal edge which is not in an extended sequence implication class is called

non-trivial-stable. If all edges in [G')] are trivial-stable, then the irreducibility of a

sequence is decidable in polynomial time.
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The H-cornparability graph of the sequence B is uniquely orientable and this transitive
orientation contains three diagonal edges {(op, ozt), (ozz, otz), (ozr, ott)}. The set of
regular edges form two sequence implication classes, say p1 and p2. The four inner
nodes {ozz, on, ozz, on} form the complete graph Ka which contains trivial_stable edge
{ozz, ozt} and nontrivial-stable edge lozz, on}. If we consider the combination
Pt * Pz-t, then the resulting graph of the irreducible sequence c removes the third
diagonal edge {o21, o33} and converts the nontrivial-stable edEe lozz,o33} into trivial-
stable edge.

A diagonal edge e e LG';I (l) is called magic-stable with respect to M ifit does not Iead
to a direct conflict in Gpr*, with M + e C M*, through a series of conflicts of order l. It
has not been found any sequence yet which contains a magic-stable edge. If one could
prove that there exists no magic-stable edges, then the problem of irreducibility is
polynomially solvable. Therefore, the difficulty of the p.obL. of ineducibility depends
upon the existence or hon-existence of magic-stable edges in a given sequence graph.
For recent algorithms and some conjectures on the complexity status of this prlbtem
based on the category ofdiagonal stable edges, we refer to 1f1.

4. Results on lrreducibility
we briefly review the status of irreducibility in the open shop ollc_4r, see [g. l] for
details. A sequenceB is optimal if B < A.for ail r"qr*n."rr. It hords c*d))=.eq,o.
i l- ' ) .  Moreover, B < I implies B 1A*r, B*t < A uA i-: l :  ) : i .
An unavoidable set of sequences is computed for small formats, [19]. This approadh
formulates the dominanOe relation as a mixed integer programming. Among seven
classes of all3x3 irreducible sequences only three of them are unavoidable in the sense
that ihese together with their reverses form unique minimal optimal set ensuring of at
least one optimal sequence. A sequence of biggest rank five among all irreducible
sequences cannot be missed. For the problem o3ln:21c.,,,, the minimal cardinality of
two distinct potentially optimal solution sets is 3. Thus, the minimal set is not unique.
The properties of sequence isomorphisms play important roles for the enumeration of
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openjshop sequencgs,l,l4]..The sequence,4 is irreducible if and only if the sequence B

is.also.irreducible.inthp,.sarneisornorphismclass.

The set of all irreducible sequences for OZllC^'* is presented in [5]' For every

irreducible sequence A,theteexists ake {2' " ' 'm\ suchthat Acanbeobtainedby a

permutation of the columns of the sequence 'eo ' An\ sequence in this class is

i r reduc ib leandanySequenceno tbe long ing to th i sc lass reduces toasequence

be long ing to th i sc lass .Th iscanbeoon . inpo lynomia l t ime .No te tha t the la t te r

sequence ,4pis ]irreducible having only one implication class. This result also holds even

if ihe sets,of operations is partial'

.  : . . ' , t ,  t ; : '  1  . , ' ,  |  1  . . . k - l  k  k + \  . . . m  )
, ; , .  ;  i  r :  , ' A t = \ m - k + Z  m  |  2  " ' m - 1 5 + l )

tr.-';oi,*r.r;ti.'."iiti'of all irreducible sequences to all sequences for Oln : 2lC'no' is

il-: 
'i 

0, motivating a research in the nalrow search space'

Thereareseveralsufficientconditionsforthereducibilitywtrictr,.cll|:?:u-:J'i":'
#ffJilJlill'ir*rt,tve closures. An n x ,n sequencela'i)' where min{ra' m\ > 3'

having,anoperat iono, iwi tha i i>nm.-2 isst ronglyreducib le 'Anysequencewi tho '
suchthato;Thasat leastone,u"" . , ,o ,butnoneof i tssuccessors inrowjorco lumnThas

a direct predecessor outside row j and columnT, respectively, is strongly reducible. If l

beasequencesuchthateachjobj is f i rs tp ,oce,sedonthesamemachinej , thenB<A

for'some sequence B. We refer to t:, f +] for more polynomial time test conditions'

enumeration algorithms and computations of ineducible sequences for small formats' A

mot ivat ingresul t is thatonlyaverysmal l f ract ionofa l lsequenceshasbeenfound
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The irreducible sequences for the open shop on an operatiol 
::'lt1i:?:t:,t"':::

j,fr"l[:T:?ffi in [5]. rhey describe in detail the set of all rocaltv minimal
. +L^ i*azLrnih i l i tw cnn he

:lil:T: iJ:;;ffi;^ ; ;"1",; *i,"rn"i"nt condition ror the ineducib'itv can be
t . , - A r r ( - r v l t h e

."ffiil;:#;ff time on tree_like operation sets, [20]. Given orJ c 7 x "I ' the
t L1-  ̂ -^ ^-, i -+o on cr loe

;*;#;;;;""d as follows. For each node i e r andi e J,there exists an edge

-  rr r f  +l^i .  - 'o^h ic 2 free then the

;tJ,ffi ffi ;;; only if the operatio n oii ! ou rf this graph is a tree then the
i l i+ . ,  in  th iq  s tn rc tu re  iS

;Jffi'":"i;' ; ;J o'"-r15" il' f"l',"-l ::^ :::::::'l*'" :i",'j:XJffT';
;ffi::n"il J,;,l;,; ;i;;;;i-.ie.' in a sequence of this structure are triviar-

stable [1].

;;.rJ;r"her a given sequence can be strongly reduced to another sequence b1
1^-^  a^  L^  o -o . r rp r l  thAt  2 '

ilil_Tffi;# and reinserting it as a sink ol. u rour.., it has to be ensured that at
.noataA in fhe latter. This

l'jil':irfiil:'Jffiilffi;il.' ""0 
no new path is created in the latter' rhis
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can be done in O(n2m2) time and space, given an n x m sequence, [3].

An enumeration algorithm computes all irreducible sequences constructing inclusion
minimal comparability graphs by successively inserting diagonal arcs into [G7], [4].
Each sequence in such a set is similar to exactly one sequence in this class, namely its

reverse one. This algorithm constructs graphs G such that" G: ldil for some sequence
l. For min{n, ml > 2, a lower bound on the number of diagonal arcs of an n x m

sequence on the complete operation set is !Or(n - Dg)

An insertion method for the enumeration of all sequences can be found in [6]. This
method is modified and a new enumeration algorithm is presented in [3]. In their
algorithm, a set of, nonisomorphic sequences is computed and, thereafter tested for
irreducibility. One sequence per isomorphic class is sufficient. They compute that the
ratio between the number of irreducible sequences and all sequences decreases with
growing n and m. There exist irreducible sequences that are not rank minimal, [3].

A generalized decomposition on ineducibility is introduced in [9]. For this, he considers
an underlying2 x 2 open shop problem by the assignment of an operation to each part.
This approach invents the properties of irreducibility on the sequences of larger sizes
based on similar properties on the sequences of smaller sizes.

T'n-e concept of ineducibility for arbitrary numerical input data, release time 4 > 0, due
date di > 0, weight wi > 0 and the processing times pu > 0 with respect to some
additional regular objective functions y can be found in [21].

A sequence I is called general-reducible to another sequence ,8, written as B <, A, if
C{B) S C,(l) holds for all jobs i and all possible instances of numerical data No; release
times, due dates, weights and processing times. Obviously, if q (D S Ct@) for all jobs

and all numerical data, then T(B) S y(l) holds for all regular y.

Theorem 4.1 Let A, B e SIJ , and let the set v;(A) of operations contains the
predecessors of an operation of the job i. Then it holds

B <n A <+ (tC'fi1S tC'il) n (ro(B) e ui(A) for ail i ! I).

Proof. First we show that the condition (lc';l e @;D A (v(B) e viQ4)) for all jobs

implies that B <rA. On the contrary assume that there exists a matrix P of processing
times and a job k such that Cr,(B)> C*(A).LetwB:(oi j ,  . .  . ,  or) be apath in sequence
B which ends at an operation oa of the job k with 2o,,.,,8 p,, : Cr (B).All nodes in the

path ws are contained in v(B) and hence are contained in yr (l) because vp (B) e vr (A)

holds.

t
t
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Because B < A, the nodes oii, . - ., ori ti 'rrtn a clique in l, and therefore, there exists a

pathw,l inl which contains all nodes of rr3 and ends at an operation ofjob ft. Then thr'

inequality Eou,ewA p,u.1 C1(l) contradicts io the assumption Cr (B) > Cr @).

On the other hand, we assunte that B -- -{ and shorv the validity of the condition

{C'il e Gh A (r,;(B) e r,(l)) for all jobs. lf B I A, then there exists an arc

e: (o,,,,, op1) e [Gs] but not in [Gi] . We define the matrix such that

; l  i f  o , 1  e  { o , , .  o r r }
P ,  = ' ,0  

o therw ise

Tlris follows that Cr(B) :2 and C*(A) : l, rvhich is a contradiction.

If vi (B) * v{^A) for a job ft, then there exists an operation o,,,, which is a predecessor ol

an operation ofjob k in B but not in A.lf we define a matrix P : [pii] as follows:

J l  i f o i i : o u u
Pi i :  )o  o therw ise .

the inequality Cr(B)> Cr(A) follows irnmediately. Lr

A sequence I is called r-reducible to another sequence .8, denoted by B <, A, if C,,,o,(lJ

1 C,,,,,,@) for all I' : [pu] and all r: lril.

Along with a number of results in terms of the comparability graphs and precedencc

relations between operations, the interesting relations between the general-reducibil.rtr

and r-reducibility are established.

Theorem 4 .2Forany  A,  B  e  S IJ ,  i tho lds  B<, .A  i f  andon ly i f  B  
I  <s ,4  rho lds .

Proof .  l fB  
r<g  A- t , thenr , r (Br )  c  r ' r ( l - r  ) fo ra l l jobs i  andtc ' j - l  c  lC 'h .Fur thermorc .

each inducecl subgraph frorn r',(B ') of [C',i] is also an induced subgraph from v; (l 
r) , ':

lG')]. eecause the maximal cornpletion time of jobs in I corresponds to the maxirn.,

sum of one of the release times 11 and the maximal clique value of the induced subgrup'

f ro rnv ; ( l - r )  o f  lG ' ) l , thecomple t ion t imeof jobs inBmustnotbegreater thantha to l ' : '
,l

On,fr" other hand, if B t l A r then it is easy to verify that there exists a matrir ,'

processing times such thar C,,,n, (B) > C,,,,, @).

Similarly, if vr (B-t) * vt (.q-t) for some job ft, then there exists an operation o,,,, whiclt

a successor of the job k in B but not in l. Then the following settings

f  t  i f  o i r :  o u v  l t  i f  i :  k
o,, : 10 otherwise and rr : 

l0 if i + k

implies that C,,,o, @): 2 and C,,,,,, (l) : 1. Ll
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The definitions of strong reducibility, similarity and irreducibility have been extendedsimilarly for general case and the r_reducibilitv.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we consider the problem: does there exist a polynornial time algorithm forthe decision whether a given sequence is irreducible? Then we review all mathematical
formulations and all solution approaches of the problem.

we mainly deal with the makespan objective function in the open shop. The polynornial
solvability of this problern depends on the diagonal edge as all regular edges are stable.
one of the main issues raised fiom this research is whether the concept of stability ofthe diagonal edges in the corresponding H-comparabirity graph of the sequencingproblern with'rnakespan objective can be extended for other reqular objectives. Theresults are likely to be similar, however, some extensions have to be rnade.
'{cknowledgemcnts: The author would like to thank Gerrnan Academic Exchange
Service (DAAD) for the support of research visit at university of Magdeburg, Gennany(May-June, 2010).
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